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Jewish Scene Magazine are looking
for experienced freelance writers.
Want to cover stories about Jewish
Memphis? Please email
susan@jewishscenemagazine.com
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Memphis Jewish Federation and Jewish Foundation of
Memphis Offer Warm Welcome to Afghan Refugees

B’nai Tzedek teens sort donated coats and other items for Afghan
refugees who are resettling in Memphis.
When Jewish Community Partners
(JCP) staff learned of Afghan families
coming to Memphis as refugees, it was
immediately clear that Jewish Memphis could find an impactful role to play
in helping them settle into their new
homes. With JCP uniquely positioned
to organize this effort across every corner of the Memphis Jewish community,
two of its initiatives, Memphis Jewish
Federation’s FedLED young adult leadership and the Jewish Foundation of
Memphis’ B’nai Tzedek Teen Philanthropy program, volunteered to lead the
project.
“There’s no better feeling than coming together as a community to help
people,” said Jaclyn Marshall, FedLED
co-chair. “These Afghan refugees have
been displaced and desperately need
help starting their new lives here. Our
involvement is a very small but meaningful way to show we are here for them
and honored to help.”
After coordinating with World Relief
Memphis, a global Christian humanitarian organization that brings sustainable

solutions to problems like disease, poverty, violence, and mass displacement,
FedLED planned and led a coat drive
over a week in late October, collecting
new and gently used winter coats as
well as hats, scarves, and gloves for our
new Afghan neighbors.
“When we heard about the coat drive
for the refugees, it was no-brainer for
me. Who doesn’t have a few more coats
than they need in their family’s closets? I gathered a few that weren’t worn
much and were still in great condition,
and dropped them off,” said community
member Rayna Greenberg. “The piles
of coats and hats in the JCP office were
already huge, which was heartwarming
to see. I’m so glad I was able to be part
of this and make a small gesture to welcome our new neighbors to Memphis.”
According to World Relief Memphis,
approximately 50 Afghan refugees will
arrive in Memphis this October, November and December, with a potential
for more through March of 2022.
B’nai Tzedek teens enthusiastically
stepped up, volunteering to organize and

package the items for delivery to World
Relief’s local headquarters. Eighteen
students sorted 165 donated coats – 124
adult-sized and 41 youth-sized – and
placed them in bags by size and gender.
“I know that I’m helping people with
things that I have, and they don’t necessarily have,” said Meredith Epstein,
an 8th grade student at Riverdale, who
brought in jackets from her own home
to donate and helped sort the donations
with her B’nai Tzedek peers. “These
coats are going to keep them warm
through the winter and make them feel
good, which makes me happy.”
Several students, including 9th grader
Nathan Greenbaum from Margolin Hebrew Academy, hand-wrote cards to refugees to include with the winter clothes,
welcoming them to the community.
Nathan wrote, “Welcome to Memphis!
Check out Shelby Farms.”
“It is a big mitzvah to help people in
need,” he said.
In addition to coats, 28 winter hats,
41 scarves, and 18 pairs of gloves were
sorted by several students including Joelle Judaken, an 8th grader at Bornblum
Jewish Community School. “I was going to skip this event because I had a lot
of homework to do, but I am glad I went
to help,” said Joelle. “Look at this cute
baby hat,” she announced to her friends
while separating the items from the dozens of donation boxes and bags. “I hope
whoever gets this hat will feel warm and
loved.”
The 22 bags of winter gear were delivered on November 4 to World Relief Memphis headquarters. PJ Moore,
World Relief Office director, helped
the JCP delivery team unload the donations, and expressed his gratitude for
the community-wide effort on behalf of
his organization and the refugees served
with this warm act of welcoming. HW
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Memphis BBYO
Members Have
Had a Busy Fall

Memphis BBYO Regional board
members, as well as local chapters, have
been busy planning and participating in
several local and regional events.
BBYO CEO Matt Grossman visited
the Delta Region meeting with community members and connecting with
parents and teens in Memphis and Nashville.

Last Monday night, Memphis BBYO
Regional Board members played some
Topgolf at the Swing Suite at the DoubleTree Hotel, where the Spring Convention will be held April 1-3. The teens
were very excited to meet Matt in person and check out the new Topgolf in
Memphis! HW

Online Campaign Ridicules ‘Times’ Article Describing Israelis as ‘Angry,’
‘Displeased’

Israelis relish falafel sandwiches,
as part of a social-media
campaign called “#SadSadIsrael.”
Source: Twitter.
(JNS) – A viral social-media campaign poking fun at The New York
Times was the No. 1 Twitter trend in Is-

rael, even garnering the attention of the
nation’s official Twitter account.
The newspaper published an article
on Oct. 26, titled “Whose Promised
Land? A Journey Into a Divided Israel,” in which the publication’s Jerusalem bureau chief Patrick Kingsley used
depressing and somber descriptions to
depict Israelis and their country. In response, the media watchdog organization CAMERA launched a social-media
campaign last Monday called “#SadSadIsrael.”
“The Times’s article seemed to be
asking for ridicule,” said CAMERA
analyst Gilead Ini, who started #Sad-

SadIsrael. “After 10 days of traveling
throughout the country, Kingsley somehow only stumbled upon Israelis who
viewed their country as a land of ‘tensions,’ ‘inequities,’ ‘divisions,’ ‘unrest,’
‘fury,’ ‘ambivalence,’ ‘illegitimacy,’
‘alienation,’ ‘injustice,’ ‘discrimination,’ ‘bias,’ ‘abuse,’ with ‘slums’ and
‘shabby,’ ‘tired’ and ‘garish’ towns –
and hardly a bright spot to be found.”
Israelis have been tweeting joyous
pictures of themselves with the satirical hashtag #SadSadIsrael. Photos
show them at weddings, restaurants,
the beach, bars and concerts, dancing
in bomb shelters, on hikes and enjoying

time with family and friends.
The official Twitter page for the State
of Israel uploaded a photo of Israelis
smiling while eating falafel sandwiches
and said in a message to The New York
Times, “We’re sooo sad. #SadSadIsrael.”
Some Twitter users also noted that in
March, Israel was ranked the 12th happiest country in the world by the World
Happiness Report, and the year before,
the 13th.
Ini said: “Kingsley’s ‘journey,’ and
the 5,000-word essay that followed, said
a lot more about the ideological agenda of The New York Times than it did
about Israel.” HW
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Rhodes College and Memphis Jewish Community
Center to Host Webinar about Jewish-Black
Relations Presented by Marc Dollinger
How we remember history is not always in line with how it actually happened. In his new book, “Black Power, Jewish Politics: Reinventing the
Alliance in the 1960s,” Marc Dollinger
questions the received narrative that the
Black Power movement led to the dissolution of the much-touted “alliance”
between Jews and Blacks.
The usual story is that Blacks and
Jews forged an alliance built from their
shared experience as marginalized
groups in America. Both found the Exodus narrative at the heart of their group
identities. Both began to work together
politically in forming the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) in 1909, an interracial
endeavor created to advance justice for
African Americans.
The height of the alliance was the
Civil Rights Struggle where Jews were
overrepresented in the fight and Andrew Goodman and Michael Schwerner
martyred for the cause. This alliance
was ostensibly torn apart by the Black
Power movement, given its support for
the Palestinian cause and the anti-Semitism of some Black nationalists. Since
the 1970s, tension and conflict has often
characterized the relationship, as evidenced in the Black Lives Matter Platform.
But is that really why the alliance
fractured? And if it did, was Black Power a detriment or a spur to change within
both groups? Dollinger will respond to
these questions based on his book.
A collaboration between the Markell
Family Jewish Literary and Cultural
Arts Festival at the Memphis Jewish
Community Center (MJCC) and Rhodes
College’s Communities in Conversation
lecture series, an interview and Q&A
with Dollinger will be hosted on November 18 at 7 p.m. Rhodes’ professors

Dr. Justin Rose, of the Political Science
and Africana Studies department, and
Dr. Jonathan Judaken of the History and
Jewish/Islamic/Middle Eastern Studies
department will question Dollinger before opening up to the audience.
Register in advance for this webinar at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/
register/WN_AwkO4p0SR_iozV9c_
QPSkw
Dr. Judaken believes this conversation is not just important for history,
but for the future as well: “Dollinger’s
book is really significant because it revises what we think we know about the
Black-Jewish alliance. In our period of
racial reckoning, this conversation will
give us the historical perspective we
need to consider how we can move forward by reconsidering the past that has
shaped the Black Lives Matter moment
and what it means for Jews.”
Dollinger points to cracks that were
already beginning to appear in the foundation of the Black-Jewish alliance at
the height of the Civil Rights struggle
as the barriers to Jewish integration receded. Jews became part of the white
majority in ways that were at odds with
the Black experience.
At the same time, Dollinger points out
that Black Power was beneficial for both
groups as their needs and public identities changed. Black Power facilitated
more assertive claims to Jewish identity
and Black nationalism actually helped to
foster the growing support of Zionism.
As Marcy Stagner, program director
of Cultural Arts, Adult Services, and
Special Events at the MJCC, says, “This
event is relevant and timely.” If we are
going to overcome the history of racism
and discrimination, she notes, then “alliances between marginalized groups
hold power so that we can create a more
just world for all.” HW

MIFA Schedit-Hohenberg Hot Meal Program at
the MJCC Returns in Person by RSVP Only

The MIFA Scheidt-Hohenberg Hot
Meal Program provided by Memphis
Jewish Federation is served Monday
through Friday at 11:30 a.m. with the
programs starting at 12:15 p.m.
Reservations are require by NOON
the day before. Monday lunch reservations must be received by Friday at
NOON. No reservations are accepted
after the NOON deadline. Reservations
may be made at the MJCC Member Services Desk or by calling 901-761-0810.
Meal participants must be at least 60
years old. Round-trip bus fare to and

Lily Afshar, Classical Guitar
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Erev Shabbat, Fri. Nov. 12, 2021 / 8 Kislev, 5782..............................4:37 p.m.
Havdalah, Sat. Nov. 13, 2021 / 9 Kislev, 5782 .................................. 5:34 p.m.
Weekly Torah Portion: Vayeitzei

from the MJCC is $2.
For more inforamtion, contact Steve
Kaplan at 901-259-9220 or stevekaplan@jccmemphis.org.
Two programs in partnership with
Creative Aging of the Mid-South, include Classical Guitarist Lily Afshar
on Wed. Nov. 17 and Solo Pianist Tim
Stanek on Dec. 15.
Lily Afshar has been playing the classical guitar since the age of 10. She is
the head of the Guitar Department at
the University of Memphis. She has
performed world-wide in major con-

cert halls in London, Australia, France,
Washington DC and New York. She has
published four CDs and seven DVDs.

Tim Stanek, Solo Pianist

was able to discern very quickly what kind of house we were
“ Brian
looking for and then narrow and focus our search. Brian answered all

“

Submissions
Send editorial submissions
(calendar items, news releases,
event photos, and letters to the
editor) at least 9 days prior to
publication date to
info@hebrewwatchman.com

Memphis Candlelighting Time

LET ME SELL YOUR HOME!

our questions with great patience. He was willing to give advice and
make suggestions. I especially appreciated his willingness to tell us
when he felt we were moving in directions that would take us away
from our vision for out new home. He went above and beyond what I
expected and eased us through the negotiation and closing process. It
was clear that he wanted us to love our new home.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Memphis and Mid-South $36
Out-of-State $50
Payable in Advance

Brian Lurie

Broker, GRI, RENE, MMDC, CRS
Cell: 901.315.2298
Office: 901.260.4780
Blurie2003@gmail.com
BestRealEstateAgentinMemphis.com
www.BluffCityBuilders.com

Tim Stanek plays jazz, ragtime, country, gospel and boogie-woogie piano as
well as arrangements of popular tunes
from the 30s and 40s. A native Memphian, Tim graduated from the University of Memphis Jazz Piano Performance
Program in 2011 and began performing
at various venues, including retirement
communities, as a solo pianist. Tim’s
repertoire stems from audience member’s requests. HW
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MJCC JFamily Provides Opportunities for
Families to Connect, Play and Learn
The Memphis Jewish Community
Center began a series of new engagement programs for young families in
October. The Parent & Me classes and
JCafe & Play have brought more than
15 families together, including several
who have recently moved to Memphis.
JFamily Parent and Me Shabbat and
Havdalah programs occur weekly on
Friday and Sunday mornings from 1010:45 a.m. Parents and their children
have the opportunity to come together
for music and movement, child-led play,
a mini Shabbat or Havdalah experience,
and snack for those eating solids. Each
class nurtures friendship, curiosity, respect and Jewish identity for young children and their parents.
“The JFamily Parent & Me class has
been such a fun new addition to activities at the MJCC, and it’s a great opportunity to connect with other parents
on a weekly basis,” said Andrea Cohen.
“I love seeing my son interact with his
peers, and he has so much fun during the
Shabbat activities – especially when dinosaurs are involved!”
JCafe & Play takes place the second
Sunday of the month. The next one is
November 14. Families with children
ages 2-5 can stop by the Early Child
Center courtyard (or the Magdovitz
Children’s Fun Zone if the weather is
bad) for coffee, cookies and connecting
with others. Siblings are also welcome.

“Getting engaged in the JFamily Parent and Me program has been amazing!”
said Melanie Greenstein. “We are newer
to the Memphis area, and this has been
the perfect way to meet new families
and enjoy a fun, safe and nurturing environment. Our kids always have a blast
playing, and we look forward to many
more JFamily activities.”
These programs allow parents with
young children to connect with one another and build community in a safe,
welcoming environment. The Wendy
and Avron B. Fogelman Jewish Family
Service and the Center of Jewish Living
and Learning at the MJCC have partnered to provide family and parenting
resources along with meaningful Jewish
content for the programs. Families of all
backgrounds and faiths are welcome.
“In these times, I’ve felt so disconnected from other parents,” said Rebecca Bittenbinder. “JFamily has allowed
us to connect and share experiences
with families in a safe and fun setting
while facilitating Jewish learning for
our children.”
JFamily programs are funded in part
by a grant from the National Center to
Encourage Judaism, which funds programs worldwide geared towards people
who don’t identify as Jewish to engage,
educate and connect them with Judaism.
To learn more or register for JFamily programs, visit jccmemphis.org/jfamily HW

The MJCC sports team was excited
to start its new youth sports programming in August. They were also excited
to kick off this year’s fall sports season
with new MJCC Sports Director, Joe
Galloway who headed up the programs.
“It is important for even our smaller
MJCC members to stay active,” said
Joe. “Youth Sports at the MJCC is very
important, and we strive to keep our
youth moving.”
Basketball players participated in
both Lil Dribblers for younger players
and Girl Power Basketball to focus on
core basketball fundamentals and conditioning drills. The J also hosted Next
Level Basketball Skills/Development
for ages 10 and up, a program that encompassed strength and speed development with certified trainer and basketball skills expert, Rhynia Henry.
The sports team also resumed Youth
Soccer for ages 4-10. The players
learned the fundamentals of soccer and
had a blast with friends in a safe environment. JCC member Mark Mandell’s
two children played this season. “It was
great having soccer back at the JCC and
host other teams at our facilities,” he
said. “It was great that we didn’t have
to worry about safety at other facilities,

Please let us know
info@hebewwatchman.com

901.763.2215

PO Box 770846, Memphis, TN 38177-0846

since we were the host of the games at
home here at the JCC. Coach Joe has
been fantastic, and my kids had a wonderful time. They had the girls from
Purple Rain helping with the young
children, and they were excellent role
models. Coach Addison was fantastic,
and it was a wonderful season.”
Coach Joe also offered a brand-new
youth sport this season. Flag Football
– for ages 6-12 – focused on promoting a competitive, confidence-building,
non-contact experience for both boys
and girls. The league provided a safe,
positive, and family-friendly environment to learn the game the right way
and have fun doing it!
Tennis has always been a popular fall
sport at the J. Tennis will continue this
winter with different clinics starting at
ages 4 - adults. Private Tennis Lessons
are available throughout the year with
Tennis pro Mark McCluskey or Kayla
Klazmer.
The MJCC sports team offers new and
fun youth activities every season. If you
or someone you know have youth interested in any MJCC sports programs
visit www.jccmemphis.org/youthsports
or contact Joe Galloway, MJCC Sports
Director at 901-259-9247. HW
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In-Law Suite DOWN
But…You Missed It!

Another multiple offer, over list price situation.
But, how do you choose which offer? How do you know what to do?
Skill and experience like mine can get you to the closing table.
Thinking of selling? Talk to 2-3 agents and
make sure that I am one of them. Remember…

When you want the job DONE, call Shel-DONE!

Life Member, Multi-Million Dollar Club
Memphis Area Association of Realtors
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MJCC Fall Sports Program a Success

MOVING?

Sheldon Rosengarten,
Broker

|

REALTOR Emeritus*

*Awarded by the National Association of Realtors
for 40 Years of Service.

Office 901.682.1868 • Cell 901.483.0546
shelrose@memphisrelocate.com

2021 Temple
Israel High Holy
Days Food Drive
Sees Record
Donations

After a year and a half of an unimaginable health pandemic, our Memphis
community continues to feel the strain
and impacts of labor shortages, supply
chain issues, increased poverty and other economic pressures. The Mid-South
Food Bank, who has been at the center
of it all, estimates a 15.6% food insecurity rate in the Mid-South alone and, as a
result, faces increased demand by more
than 220% since the pandemic’s start.
Temple Israel has held a High Holy
Days Food Drive for over three decades,
to raise funds for local and international
food banks and community service organizations.
“As we fast on Yom Kippur each year,
we feast on making food possible for
Memphians who are hungry every day,”
says Rabbi Micah Greenstein.
This year, the congregation raised
$30,000, marking the highest amount
collected in the last 10 years. The impact of this record-breaking season cannot be understated – $30,000 worth of
donations will translate to over double
that amount in meals delivered to those
who need it most.
“I find it particularly moving that our
synagogue gives beyond these walls to
feed the need in keeping with our mission to be a force for good not only for
the Jewish community but for Memphis
and the world,” says Rabbi Greenstein.
All funds will be distributed between
the Mid-South Food Bank, MAZON:
The Jewish Response to Hunger, and
MIFA. HW
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Baron Hirsch Young Professionals
to Host Paint & Sip Event
The Baron Hirsch Young Professionals Committee has hit the ground
running this year planning a number of
great events.
“Paint & Sip,” planned by the committee in conjunction with a popular local vendor, “Painting with a Twist” will
be held on November 21 from 8 to 10
p.m. Participants will gather under the
Baron Hirsch portico, with heating provided if necessary.
Wine and light refreshments will be
served. The cost is $25 per person and $50
per couple and payment can be made via
Venmo to @BaronHirsch. Please RSVP
by November 8 to Yafit at 718-791-9003.
This event is open only to adults.
The Young Professionals committee
hosted their first event a few weeks ago,
an outdoor family movie night. There
was an amazing turnout with young

families who brought chairs and blankets and set up outside on the lawn for
a screening of “Moana,” which was a
huge hit among both parents and kids.
The Baron Hirsch Young Professionals Committee, led by Kaylee Stahler,
Bracha Einhorn, Jordana Wender and
Yafit Fishbach, has many ideas for
events in the works. They will release
details about each event one-by-one due
to the regular changing of COVID precautions and protocols.
One event on the horizon is a potluck
Shabbat lunch with families assigned
to host small groups with a community-wide dessert at the shul’s Mendelson
Park and Cohn Sukkah. Stay tuned for
many more events to come! For more
information on Baron Hirsch Young
Professionals, contact the synagogue
office at 901-683-7485. HW

Surge in Anti-Semitism to Power Attendance
at In-Person IAC Summit in Southeast Florida
By Dmitriy Shapiro

(JNS) – After a year hiatus due to
the coronavirus pandemic, the Israeli-American Council (IAC) is looking
forward to holding an in-person summit
this December.
IAC CEO Shoham Nicolet said it was
more important than ever for people to
show their support for Israel and denounce rising anti-Semitism in the United States and around the world.
“The feeling was that it’s not a luxury to have the summit, but really essential,” he said. “Because for us to really
support Israel, to really show our united
voice against anti-Semitism, you need
to bring people together.”
The three-day IAC National Summit
will be held from Dec. 9-12 at the Diplomat Beach Resort in Hollywood, Fla.
According to early registration numbers, it is expected to draw more than
3,000 Israeli and Jewish Americans who
will hear from speakers in a variety of
fields, including politicians, journalists, academics, organizational leaders,
military personnel and celebrities while
trying to recreate what Nicolet called an
“Israeli energy.”
“We’re attempting to create a sense of
Israeli spirit and energy, just like when
you fly to Israel,” he said. “It’s like
bringing Israel to the backyard here in
America.”
In light of safety precautions, attendees will receive mandatory rapid
COVID-19 testing to attend the summit, and N-95 masks will be provided
for indoor activities. Meals will be held
outside, weather-permitting, and plenary sessions will be broadcast on large
outdoor screens.
Speakers confirmed so far include
Israel’s Ambassador to the United Nations Gilad Erdan; Rep. Ritchie Torres

(D-N.Y.); Israel’s Minister of Diaspora
Affairs Nachman Shai; and Olympic
gymnastics champion Linoy Ashram.
More are expected to be announced in
the coming weeks.
Kabbalat Shabbat services and a Shabbat dinner will be offered on Friday night.
A special award presentation will be
made to the head of the Israeli Defense
Forces’ delegation that assisted in the
condominium collapse this summer in
Surfside, Fla. There will also be a tribute in memory of the late supporter,
Sheldon Adelson, who died in January.
Plenary sessions will run daily with
at least two nights of after-parties with
live entertainment, including a performance by the world-music group the
Idan Raichel Project on the last day of
the conference.
“It’s really a feeling of togetherness,”
Nicolet said of the mingling to happen
during the weekend. “You see there
students with the journalist, with diplomats, with philanthropists – everyone
is together in the same area, people just
standing and talking until 12 a.m.”
While many organizations canceled
live gatherings for another year, IAC decided to go ahead with its event because
of the seriousness of the times.
“I think people are eager to meet each
other, to see each other, to experience this
togetherness in the summit,” said Nicolet.
“I think that there was a sense of loneliness especially in our community … you
have anti-Semitic attacks and very strong
anti-Israel sentiment that used to be in the
margins and now became really centric; it
became mainstream.
“Every other day, we get another incident that we need to deal with,” he said.
“I think that that pushes people even more
to see each other and to be there.” HW
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‘It’s The Jews’: An Antisemitic
Tirade at an Arizona School Board
Meeting Spurs a Response, and a
Debate
By Nicole Raz

(Jewish News of Greater Phoenix via
JTA) – An antisemitic tirade at a school
board meeting in suburban Phoenix last
week has spurred an extensive response
among local officials and Jewish leaders – some of whom say they were distressed that board members did not rebut the comment at the time.
During the public comment portion
of the meeting of the Chandler Unified
School District board, a woman who
identified herself as Melanie Rettler
spoke for over a minute about critical
race theory and vaccines – topics not
listed on the meeting agenda but at the
center of heated public debate nationwide.
Her comment crescendoed with an
antisemitic claim drenched in the language of right-wing conspiracy theories.
“Every one of these things, the deep
state, the cabal, the swamp, the elite –
you can’t mention it, but I will – there is
one race that owns all the pharmaceutical companies and these vaccines aren’t
safe, they aren’t effective and they aren’t free,” Rettler said. “You know that
you’re paying for it through the increase
in gas prices, the increase in food prices
– you’re paying for this and it’s being
taken from your money and being given
to these pharmaceutical companies and
if you want to bring race into this: It’s
the Jews.”
The incident was the latest in a nationwide series of school board meeting disruptions, of the sort that the U.S.
Justice Department is seeking to curb.
But what happened next has spurred the
most discussion locally.
After Rettler walked away, Barb
Mozdzen, the board president, addressed everybody in the room. “Comments really need to be related to what
the school board can do something
about, and this was not something we
can do something about,” she said. “So
please have your comments with something that is within our jurisdiction.”
Some Jewish organizations expressed
outrage that Mozdzen and other board
members didn’t respond more strongly
to the antisemitism.
The Arizona chapter of the Israel
American Council said it wrote to the
Chandler board requesting that “in the
future the board members themselves
speak up the very moment such hateful
lies are expressed.”
“Our history teaches us that allowing
such racism to pass unchallenged only
invites more of the same,” the group
said in a statement.
Meanwhile, the Anti-Defamation
League sent a letter to the board and
each member expressing concern about
the remarks and called the district to

“publicly demonstrate – in the strongest
possible way their commitment to fighting antisemitism and all forms of hate.”
The group added, “The lack of response from board members to last
night’s public speaker who used blatant antisemitic tropes and stereotypes
to promote anti-vaccine and anti-CRT
views is simply appalling and dangerous.”
Exactly what school board members
can do about comments like Rettler’s is
unclear. Terry Locke, a spokesman for
the school district, told the Jewish News
of Greater Phoenix that it would be a violation of Arizona’s open meeting law
for board members to discuss items that
are not on the agenda.
Board members in Arizona are allowed to respond to criticism, but what
constitutes criticism is not clear, and
board members tend not to engage
speakers extensively, a spokeswoman
for the Arizona School Boards Association told the Arizona Republic.
The response after the meeting was
more decisive. After Chandler’s interim superintendent, Franklin Narducci,
learned about what had happened, he
got in touch with representatives of the
Jewish community.
Paul Rockower, executive director
of the Jewish Community Relations
Council of Greater Phoenix, praised the
district’s outreach to and collaboration
with the Jewish community. So did Rabbi Michael Beyo, CEO of the East Valley Jewish Community Center in Chandler, who said he is pleased and grateful
that Narducci sought to collaborate.
“An ignorant person made an antisemitic comment. That’s not newsworthy,” Beyo said. “What is important is
that the superintendent canceled all of
his meetings [Thursday] in order to deal
with this.”
Narducci collaborated with Beyo to
craft a statement that condemned hate
speech and denounced the antisemitic
statements.
“The district reaffirms its commitment to use its influence as a public
educational institution to teach students
the value of an inclusive community
and give them the tools to engage in
our increasingly diverse society,” the
final statement read. “Chandler Unified
School District denounces hate speech
at all levels.”
Beyo’s statement applauded the district governing board, administration
and Narducci for “leading by example
and speaking out against the hatred of
all people.”
A version of this article originally appeared in the Jewish News of Greater Phoenix and is republished with permission. HW
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Sam and Frieda Weinreich: Surviving and Thriving

By Shoshana Cenker

A version of this article originally
appeared in Forward. Reprinted with
permission.
A 75-year marriage is remarkable.
When the couple are both Holocaust
survivors, it is a downright miracle.
That incredible couple is Memphis
community’s beloved Sam and Frieda
Weinreich. If they are not the oldest Holocaust-surviving couple in the United
States, as local Memphis news reports
claim, they are certainly in the running.
Quite a unique distinction.
So, how do you recap the long lives of
these two folks in just a few paragraphs.
You don’t. You simply can’t. You share
some highlights, knowing it barely
scratches the surface.
Let’s set the stage. It’s extraordinary
that 102-year-old Sam and 97-year-old
Frieda are thriving. Sure, they move
slowly these days. Frieda is tiny. Like you
could put her in your pocket. But looks
can be deceiving. Clearly, in her case,
that’s true. After all, she survived hell on
earth for six long years, as did Sam.
His hearing and eyesight aren’t great,
but as he says, “I still have most of my
marbles.” In reality, he has so much
more – Sam tells his life story with every detail: dates, clothing, sounds, the
weather, smells, exact quotes. Like he’s
talking about something that happened
yesterday. It’s uncanny.
See, Sam has made it his life’s mission to tell his story to as many people
as possible – at schools, synagogues,
on Zoom, any place that’ll have him.
Ask him one question and he can talk
for hours. Not out of ego. But out of his
lifelong quest to share his truth. He welcomes this conversation. Although painful, it’s an opportunity to perpetuate the
memory and honor those who perished,
hoping future generations learn from the
past and promote tolerance and compassion. It’s an extremely thorough history
lesson from someone who lived it. And
most importantly, “everything I tell you
is true,” Sam assured. “Everything I say
is real and happened.”
Sam was born into an Orthodox family in 1919 in Łódź, Poland. One of nine
children – four brothers and four sisters
– his family owned four furniture and
antique shops. Sam began singing in his
school’s choir when he was 8 years old.
Gifted with perfect pitch, he was a mezzo-soprano in his youth, later becoming
a tenor as he grew up. “When I got wet
as a baby, I’d cry in high C,” he joked.
Sam beams as he talks about singing in
shul with the greatest chazzanim (cantors) of that time. “We’d see so many
Jews walking on Shabbos in Łódź,” he
said smiling. That was until life changed
in every way, with the start of WWII in
September 1939.
Frieda was also born in Łódź, on July
22, 1924. She grew up with five brothers

Photo by John Pregulman
and sisters and loving parents. Though
she too has a remarkable memory and
stories of her own, she’s quieter, usually
deferring to Sam. Frieda was just 15 when
“the Germans began beating up Jews
in Łódź,” she said. “Synagogues were
burned down, Jewish schools destroyed.”
Shortly after, both Frieda and Sam’s
families were locked in the Łódź Ghetto, enduring despicable, unlivable conditions and meager food rations. Frieda
prayed in secret and honored the Sabbath however she could.
“Life in the Ghetto was cramped,” she
said. “We were so cold, and many people died from starvation.”
One of whom was her father, in 1941.
“I saw people dying of starvation and
disease in the streets. They’d sit on the
sidewalk and die, right there,” Sam said
with tears in his eyes. The tragic memories still raw to this day. “I watched my
mother, sister and brother starve and
die from hunger. If someone died in the
Ghetto, we wouldn’t tell anyone right
away, so others could still take their
food rations. Life was miserable.”
When the Nazis transferred kids out
of the Ghetto, guards went after Sam’s
nephews. Two of Sam’s brothers and
their wives decided to go with their kids
instead. “We never saw them again,”
Sam cried. “My nephews’ shoes are in
the display of children’s items at the
Holocaust Museum.” Eventually, SS
guards began liquidating the Ghetto.
Sam and Frieda were separately stuffed
into a train’s wreaking cattle cars with

other Jews.
Arriving at Auschwitz, Sam stood
face to face with Josef Mengele who
decided prisoners’ fate. Soon after, Sam
was transferred to Dachau to work.
Sadly, there are far too many gruesome
stories. One involved Sam singing for a
doctor in exchange for food while sick
with Typhus.
“I assume because of that extra food,
I’m still here to tell you what happened
to my family and so many people,” Sam
said with a quiver in his voice. Another time, an SS guard kicked Sam in his
face for hiding a potato he’d found. “I
lost seven teeth, for a potato!” he hollered.
In 1945 as allied forces drew closer, the Nazis moved prisoners deeper
into Germany. When Sam’s train was
bombed, he and a friend hid in the
woods, eventually stumbling upon a
farmhouse with an American soldier
standing guard. “I knew then that we
were free,” said a tearful Sam. “I’m the
only survivor of 11 immediate family
members.”
Though Frieda was with her mother
in Auschwitz in the beginning, it didn’t
last long. They were forced into a line
headed for the gas chambers. Somehow,
fellow prisoners pulled Frieda out, but
couldn’t save her mother.
“I held on to my mother as they
dragged me away,” Frieda said. “I had
no idea what was happening, but they
knew, and they saved my life. My mother died in the gas chamber.”
Eventually, Frieda was taken to work
as a bricklayer in the Parschnitz labor
camp in Czechoslovakia. “I have no
idea how I survived long enough to see
the Russian soldiers in 1945,” she said
shaking her head.
After the liberation, Sam met Frieda
in a displaced persons (DP) camp in
Germany.
“Boy meets girl,” Sam said of their
courting.
The survivors were married on Sam’s
27th birthday, September 3, 1946. Frieda was 22.
“We had a chuppah with a Hungarian rabbi and a Lithuanian chazzan,”
Sam explained as he broke out in song,
which he often does, to my delight. “We
didn’t have any relatives, so everybody
in the camp came – 300 people at our
wedding dinner.”
On April 5, 1949, Sam and Freida
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emigrated to the United States with the
help of a rescue organization.
“We were sent to Memphis,” he said.
“I thought, ‘Why not Chicago, New
York, Hollywood? What’s in Memphis?
Where is Memphis?! Are there Jews?’”
When they arrived, Memphis Jewish
Federation sponsored them and helped
them acclimate.
“I learned how to speak English by
listening to the radio,” Sam added. “In
America, everything was new to us.”
Sam first worked restoring furniture,
then transitioned to the paint industry
and later retired as a property management superintendent. Both Sam and
Frieda, who still speak Yiddish to each
other, were active in the Memphis Jewish community. Sam has sung the “Partisan Song” and “Ghetto Song” for nearly 60 years at the annual Yom HaShoah
commemoration.
From the dark pit of horror and despair, Sam and Frieda blossomed. They
raised five children and now have many
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
“Everyone has ups and downs.” said
Frieda of their marriage. “We kept the
ups up and the downs down!”
“She likes green grapes, I like red,”
said Sam. “I like poached eggs, she likes
deviled. If one person has a hot temper,
the other has to have a cool temper. I’m
not going to tell you we didn’t have any
misunderstandings. But one of us always
has to forget what happened yesterday.”
As we wrapped up our conversation, Sam politely walked me out. Always a mensch. I relish the moment as
he serenaded me with the Purim song
“Shoshanas Yaakov,” because of my
name. Passing through the couple’s
beautiful home, you can’t help but notice it’s filled with numerous framed
photos of their lovely family – that almost didn’t exist. On the shelves are
countless VHS tapes, DVDs, binders
and folders – all with the Weinreich’s
life history. Sam’s documented everything, ensuring a permanent record.
“I feel it’s my duty to save these for
history’s sake. For my family’s sake,”
he said. “I know I am blessed. And, I
can still sing!”
“After what we went through, I never
thought I’d survive – but to get married
and have children… the Man upstairs
is watching over me,” Frieda added.
“Thank G-d, we have a beautiful family.
That’s the most important.” HW
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Wealth Planning Alert

The following information and opinions are provided courtesy of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A
by Mike Stein, Managing Director – Investments
The current tax policy debate in
Congress: What you need to know
Congress is currently debating a variety of changes to individual, business,
trust, and investment tax rates. The information in this Alert is intended to
highlight the potential changes to tax
policy that are being debated in Congress. Based on the overview of these
possible changes to tax law, please consider having a conversation with a tax or
legal professional to better understand
the potential impact of changes to tax
policy on your financial goals.
Who may be impacted?
Considering a consult with your tax
and legal professionals may be worthwhile if you:
• Anticipate large ordinary income or
capital gain events in the near future,
such as the sale of a business;
• Deduct qualified business income or
own qualified small business stock;
• Have large retirement accounts ($10
million+) or are considering a Roth conversion in future years; and/or
• Are considering doing wealth transfer planning, have an estate that would be
subject to estate tax (under either current
or proposed law), or have established a
grantor trust (e.g., intentionally defective grantor trust, spousal lifetime access
trust, irrevocable life insurance trust).
What are potential next steps?
Consult with your tax and legal professionals and financial advisors to:
• Understand which proposals may be
relevant to your specific situation
• Prioritize items that need immediate
attention. Proposed effective dates vary,
making some more urgent.
• Stay tuned on how the proposals
evolve over the coming weeks and
months. Some of the proposals will take
effect when legislation is enacted, and
the window of opportunity to take action may be limited.

Highlights of the House Ways &
Means Committee Legislation
Below are key highlights of the legislation released by the House Ways &
Means Committee on September 13,
2021. Note, this is not a comprehensive
summary. This information is intended
to help you understand the key components of potential tax changes under
consideration in Congress.
Individuals
• Increase in Income Tax Rate for
Top Bracket – The top individual income tax bracket would have a rate
increase to 39.6%; this would apply to
individual taxpayers with an Adjusted
Gross Income (AGI) over $400,000,
$450,000 for joint filers ($225,000 for
married filing separate), $425,000 for
Head of Household, and $12,500 for
trusts and estates.
• Increase in Capital Gains Tax
Rate – The long term capital gains rate
for the top bracket would increase from
20% to 25%. Effective for transactions
entered into after September 13, 2021,
unless subject to a binding written contract executed prior to this date, and
closing before year-end.
• Net Investment Income Tax Expansion – Applies the 3.8% NIIT to
trade or business income for individual taxpayers with an AGI greater than
$400,000 ($500,000 for joint filers) as
well as trusts and estates.
• Surcharge on High Income Individuals – Taxpayers with an AGI of
$5,000,000 ($2,500,000 for married filing separate) from all sources would pay
a tax of 3% on the excess income above
$5,000,000.
• Limitation on Deduction of Qualified Business Income – The bill would
provide a maximum allowable deduction of $400,000 for individuals,
$500,000 for joint filers, $250,000 for
married filing separate, and $10,000 for

Changing jobs, switching
employers, or retiring?
Don’t leave your 401(k) or 403(b) unattended

Mike Stein
Managing Director – Investments
6075 Poplar Ave
Memphis, TN 38119
Direct: (901) 761-8151
michael.stein@wellsfargoadvisors.com

Wells Fargo Advisors does not provide tax or legal advice.

Investment and Insurance Products:
NOT FDIC Insured NO Bank Guarantee MAY Lose Value
Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing
Services, LLC, Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank
affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. © 2020 Wells Fargo Clearing Services,
LLC. All rights reserved. CAR-0720-04236

an estate or trust.
• Limitation on Excess Business
Losses of Non-corporate Taxpayers
–The limitation on excess business losses that was introduced in the American
Rescue Plan would be made permanent
(it was originally set to expire in 2027).
Corporations & Businesses
• Corporate Tax Rate – The bill
would increase the top corporate tax rate
to 26.5%, graduated as follows: 18% on
first $400,000 income; 21% for income
between $400,000 and $5,000,000;
26.5% on income greater than
$5,000,000. The benefit of the graduated
rates would be phased out on companies
making more than $10,000,000 (i.e., flat
26.5% rate for companies making more
than $10,000,000). Personal service
practices, such as law firms and medical
offices, would all be taxed at the highest
rate of 26.5% regardless of income.
• Limitation on Deduction for Qualified Small Business Stock – The House
Ways and Means proposal would eliminate the 75% and 100% deduction of
capital gain allowed by Section 1202 for
individual taxpayers with an AGI over
$400,000 as well as trusts and estates.
High income earners could still qualify for the 50% deduction. Effective for
transactions entered into after September 13, 2021, unless subject to a binding
written contract executed prior to this
date, and closing before year-end.
Retirement – For individual taxpayers with an income greater than
$400,000 ($450,000 for joint filers):
• Limitation on IRA Contributions
– No further contributions to a Roth
or traditional IRA would be allowed if
the total value of an individual’s IRA
and defined contribution retirement accounts exceeds $10,000,000 at the end
of the previous tax year.
• Required Minimum Distribution
(RMD) on Large IRAs – For IRA balances greater than $10,000,000, the bill
would require an RMD equal to 50% of
the amount above $10,000,000. If the
balance exceeds $20,000,000, the RMD
would be 100% of the amount in excess of $20,000,000. This would apply
to Roth IRAs, traditional IRAs and the
value of all defined contribution retirement plans.
• Limitation on Roth Conversions
– The proposal would prohibit “Back
Door” Roth conversions.
Wealth Planning
• Grantor Trust Changes – The bill
would change how grantor trusts are
treated for estate tax purposes. Grantor
trusts established after enactment would
be includible in a decedent’s taxable
estate, sales from a grantor to a grantor
trust after enactment would also be taxable, and distributions to beneficiaries
would be treated as gifts.

• Loss of Valuation Discount – The
proposed bill would eliminate valuation
discounts for certain transfers of assets (often used to sell or gift interests
in family entities) with exceptions for
operating family businesses and farms.
Effective for transfers after the date of
enactment.
• Decrease in Estate & Gift Tax
Unified Credit – The increase in the
Unified Credit would return to the preTax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017’s amount
of $5,000,000 per person, adjusted for
inflation ($5,850,000 in 2021). The existing exemption would remain in effect
through the end of this year.
Takeaways
• Congress is debating changes to the
tax code. The House Ways and Means
Committee tax proposals are the first
step in enacting sweeping changes to
the tax code; however, before becoming
law, the bill will need to pass the House
and be reconciled with any tax law
changes adopted by the Senate.
• Discuss with your advisors how
proposed tax changes may impact your
financial goals.
Wells Fargo & Company and its affiliates do not provide legal or tax advice.
In limited circumstances, tax advice
may be provided by Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A. Please consult your legal and/or
tax advisors to determine how this information and any planned tax results may
apply to your situation at the time your
tax return is filed.
This document has been created for
informational purposes only, and is
subject to change without notice. Information has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
and completeness are not guaranteed.
The Private Bank offers products and services
through Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Member FDIC,
and its various affiliates and subsidiaries.
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. is a bank affiliate of
Wells Fargo & Company.
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. offers various advisory
and fiduciary products and services, including discretionary portfolio management.
Wells Fargo affiliates, including Financial Advisors of Wells Fargo Advisors, a separate nonbank affiliate, may be paid an ongoing or one-time
referral fee in relation to clients referred to the
bank. The bank is responsible for the day-to-day
management of the account and for providing
investment advice, investment management services, and wealth management services to clients.
The role of the Financial Advisor with respect to
the Bank products and services is limited to referral and relationship management services.
Brokerage services are offered through Wells
Fargo Advisors. Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade
name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services,
LLC, and Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, Members SIPC, separate registered
broker-dealers and nonbank affiliates of Wells
Fargo & Company.

For more information on this topic
or questions about investment banking, please reach out to Mike Stein
at 901.761.8151 or michael.stein@
wellsfargoadvisors.com HW
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Exit Poll Finds Decline in Democrat
Support by Jewish Voters in Virginia

In a heated gubernatorial race, Republican Glenn Youngkin beat
Democratic challenger Terry McAuliffe to become the next governor of
Virginia, Nov. 2, 2021. Source: Glenn Youngkin
(JNS) – An exit poll conducted by the
priority (16 percent), followed by conAmerican Jewish Congress found a 10
cerns about the coronavirus and health
percent decline among Jewish voters in
care (13 percent); climate change (12
Virginia in support of Democrats folpercent); anti-Semitism and the Jan. 6
lowing the 2020 election.
insurrection (both at 11 percent); and
The exit poll, which was conducted
racial justice, and Israeli peace and seby soliciting text-message responses
curity (both at 10 percent).
from a list of Jewish voters in Virgin“The Jewish vote in Virginia mattered
ia, received more than 400 responses.
with more than 150,000 Jewish VirginAccording to these results, 63 percent
ians and a margin of just under 70,000,”
of Jewish voters supported Democratic
said Jack Rosen, president of the Amerigubernatorial candidate Terry McAucan Jewish Congress. “We saw a decline
liffe, 64, and 37 percent for Republican
in Jewish voter support for Democrats
Glenn Youngkin, 54.
from the 2020 election by roughly 10
Youngkin beat former McAuliffe,
percent, yet still a convincing majority
who previously served as the state’s
voted Democratic nonetheless.”
governor from 2014 to 2018, in the
Rosen said that on core issues of imhotly contested election last Tuesday,
portance for Jewish voters in Virginia,
which many see as a bellwether for next
support for Israel and against anti-Semyear’s congressional midterm elections.
itism played a role; however, American
While McAuliffe campaigned on naJews, like Americans as a whole, prioritional issues such as abortion and voting
tized education, the economy and health
rights, Youngkin focused on local issues
care first.
including education and the economy.
“It’s worth noting that Republican
Similarly, the exit poll among Virginvoters placed greater weight on supia Jewish voters found that the top priport for Israel and Democratic voters on
ority for both Jewish Republicans and
dealing with the Jan. 6 insurrection. It’s
Democrats was education (17 percent)
likely that these issues will continue to
with these same voters listing jobs and
dominate the Jewish political debate in
the economy as their second-highest
the years to come,” he said. HW
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Austin Fire Department Releases
Photo of Man Who Set Fire to Texas
Synagogue

Photo of the man suspected of setting a fire at Congregation Beth Israel in
Austin, Texas, on Oct. 31, 2021. Credit: Austin Fire Department.
(JNS) – The Austin Fire Department’s
Arson Division has issued a photograph
of the man they say set fire to the exterior of a synagogue last Sunday night.
It is the latest in a string of anti-Semitic
incidents in the Texas capital.
According to the alert, the suspect
was seen on video camera driving a
dark-colored “later-model SUV-style
vehicle” into the parking lot of Congregation Beth Israel on Oct. 31.
It continues: “He approaches the synagogue carrying a 5-gallon, olive-green
jerry-can-style container. He is then
seen leaving the scene carrying the con-

tainer.”
The suspect is described as thin with
brown hair and was wearing a face covering.
The arson, which caused some damage, was extinguished by the Austin Fire
Department relatively quickly. No injuries were reported.
It came just days after anti-Semitic
graffiti was spray-painted outside a local high school and after two instances
of the virulent anti-Semitic group, Goyim Defense League, hanging banners
on a highway overpass saying “Vax the
Jews.” HW
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New Matchmaking Program in
Gulf to Serve Jewish Singles

Gal Gadot to Play this Iconic
Disney Villain

“Jewish Singles in the Gulf” is a new platform to help young professionals
meet, Oct. 31, 2021.
(JNS) – The Association of Gulf Jewnent roots in the region,” said AGJC
ish Communities (AGJC) – the network
president Ebrahim Dawood Nonoo. “By
of Jewish communities from Gulf Cohelping these singles find their spouses
operation Council countries developing
in the GCC, they are more likely to get
Jewish life in the region – has launched
married here and establish their families
the first dating website in the region with
here; that, in turn, grows Jewish commuthe aim of pairing up local Jewish singles.
nal life and the need for more Jewish inThe platform JSG – “Jewish Singles
stitutions like schools, kosher food, etc.”
in the Gulf” – debuted last Sunday with
“In the weeks leading up to the
a website where participants are encourlaunch, we received interest from dozaged to fill out a questionnaire, and then
ens of singles in the region,” reported
a group of matchmakers will recomAGJC Rabbi Dr. Elie Abadie. “We are
mend potential partners.
starting with a website and hope to grow
“As our communities throughout the
this into singles events and programs
GCC experienced unprecedented growth
very soon. It is so important for us to
over the past few years, we have seen
work with singles living in our region to
more and more singles move here with
help them find relationships with other
an interest in establishing more permaJews.” HW

Credit: Axelle/Bauer-Griffin/FilmMagic
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By Lior Zaltzman

This originally appeared on Kveller.
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the
most famous Israeli actress of them all?
Gal Gadot is about to step into some
big, villainous shoes, and we’re stoked!
The “Wonder Woman” star is switching
things up a bit and going from playing
the beloved superhero to playing the bad
guy, again. (Her first villainous role was
in 2009’s “Fast and Furious 4.”)
First up, she’ll be playing criminal
mastermind Sophie Black in the artheist movie “Red Notice,” which will
stream on Netflix starting Nov. 12. But
that’s not why we’re kvelling today.
We’re here because Gadot, 36, just revealed that she’s about to take on the
role of Disney’s most iconic villain: the
Evil Queen from “Snow White.”
That’s right, the Jewish mom of three
will be playing one of the OG Disney
villains! “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves” was actually the first feature-length Disney production, way,
way back in 1937. That means that Gadot will be playing this uber-mean queen
for the first Disney-approved adaptation
of the Brothers Grimm tale in over 84
years. Wow!
Across from Gadot, Rachel Zegler –
whom you may know as Maria from the
recent Spielberg “West Side Story” adaptation – will be playing Snow White.

Jewish musical maven Benj Pasek will
be in charge of the music, along with
“La La Land,” “The Greatest Showman” and “Dear Evan Hansen” collaborator Justin Paul.
Gadot recently told ET that she’s
very “excited about the fact that this is
an iconic character, to create an iconic
villain character in my own voice.” She
will, of course, follow in the footsteps
of Angelina Jolie – who created her
own unforgettable version of “Maleficent” in the Disney franchise based on
the “Sleeping Beauty” villain, as well
as Cate Blanchett, who recently played
the evil stepmother in the live-action
“Cinderella.” What a crew of awesome
women!
But most of all, Gadot says, “My kids
are excited!” As are we! I’m sure her
daughters will enjoy seeing their mother play a badass Disney villain – even
as we’re hoping this updated “Snow
White” will offer a more feminist take
on the fairy tale.
Perhaps Gadot’s kids will even get
to make a little cameo in the film, as
they did in the recent “Wonder Woman: 1984”? We’d love to see little Alma
or Maya Varsano as one of the seven
dwarves. Production for this new movie
is set to begin in 2022, and honestly, we
can’t wait! HW
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This first appeared on Alma.
The Jewish actor will return to his
hosting roots in “The Big Brunch” and
we cannot wait.
Jewish gays, brunch lovers, “Schitt’s
Creek” fans, lend me your ears: Dan
Levy is creating a new cooking competition series called “The Big Brunch”
for HBO Max!!!
Though there’s no set premiere date
for the show, nor are there specific details on the competition format, “The
Big Brunch” sounds like it’ll be both
mouth-watering and inspiring. Competing chefs, who are to be previously
undiscovered in the culinary world, will
receive a spotlight to share their stories
and business endeavors; all the while
they will be asked “to find innovative
and personal ways to redefine what it
means to dine between 11 a.m. and 3
p.m,” per Variety. OK, yum.
“Everybody has a friend, a family
member, or a co-worker that is extraordinary at what they do, they just need
a leg up so that their talents can be appreciated on a larger scale,” Levy, the
co-creator and star of “Schitt’s Creek,”
son of Eugene Levy and one of the most
stylish Jewish celebs out there, said in
a press release. “Thanks to an almost

obsessive love of food, I’ve been lucky
enough to come across many of those
people in the culinary world – friends
working out of cafes or food trucks,
revolutionizing the menus at local diners – those special humans who create
communities around their cooking, hoping to take their skills to the next level. I
created this show for them, the local culinary heroes of America who deserve a
spotlight. That, and who doesn’t want to
watch maple syrup being poured slowly
over a golden stack of perfectly cooked,
creme brûlée inspired French toast?”
Dan, you are absolutely correct; our
only request is that you somehow have
a cross-over moment with fellow Jewish comedian Matt Lucas and the Jewish-adjacent Jürgen Krauss from “The
Great British Baking Show.”
It’s worth noting that this won’t be
Dan’s first rodeo in competitive cooking
or as a host. At 21, he started his career
on “The After Show,” “The Hills: The
After Show,” and “MTV Live” on MTV
Canada, and hosted the first two seasons
of “The Great Canadian Baking Show.”
Auditions for “The Big Brunch” are
currently open, so if you make a mean
challah French toast, tasty bagel sandwich or breakfast latke to-die-for, you
should consider applying here! HW
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Israeli Court Halts Auction of
‘Auschwitz Tattoo Kits’

Steel dies used by Nazi Germany to tattoo numbers on Jewish prisoners’
arms during the Second World War. Credit: Yehonatan Shaul.
(JNS) – The Tel Aviv District Court
counterfeiting of Nazi memorabilia.
suspended last Wednesday the auction
Rabbi Menachem Margolin, chairof needle dies supposedly used on inman of the European Jewish Associmates of the Auschwitz death camp, afation, penned a letter to Israeli Justice
ter Jewish leaders and Holocaust surviMinister Gideon Sa’ar, calling on him to
vors expressed outrage at the sale.
put an end to the “despicable sale.”
According to Tzolman’s Auction the
“I appeal to you personally to do ev“shocking and most rare” tattoo stamps
erything in your power to prevent the
(eight in number, measuring approxihumiliation of the victims and the sale
mately 0.6 by 0.4 inches) are one of only
of stamps that were used to burn the
three collections of such items known to
arms of millions of European Jews,”
have survived the Second World War,
he wrote. “The trade of such sensitive
and are “unmatched in historical signifitems cannot be allowed.”
icance.”
Eighty-nine-year-old Auschwitz surThe auction house estimated that they
vivor Naftali First also condemned the
would sell for $30,000 to $40,000, and
move, saying, “The stamps belong at
bidding had reached $3,400 when the
Yad Vashem [Holocaust Museum], not
auction was halted pending a Nov. 16
in private hands.”
hearing, according to Reuters.
In an interview conducted prior to the
There is no law in Israel against the
court injunction, auctioneer Meir Tzolprivate sale of such items, and a court
man defended the auction – from which
spokesman’s statement did not state the
he would have earned a 25 percent
legal basis for the injunction.
commission according to his website
Dani Dayan, the chairman of the Yad
–by saying that care would be taken to
Vashem Holocaust memorial and museensure the items ended up “in the right
um, had called the planned sale “morally
hands” Reuters reported.
wrong,” saying that such items belonged
“The seller is determined to sell any
in a museum, where “historical items
way necessary,” he said. “We received
are preserved, researched and serve as
calls from tens of people who want to
historical evidence for researchers and
bid on this item and donate it. Each one
the general public.”
noted a name of a different museum reMoreover, he said, the sale of such
lated to the Holocaust,” said Tzolman,
items encouraged further sales and even
according to the report. HW

U.S. Blacklists Israeli CyberSurveillance Companies NSO
Group and Candiru
(JNS) – Spy The United States added
Israeli cyber-surveillance companies,
NSO Group and Candiru, to its blacklist
last Wednesday.
According to a statement released
by the U.S. Department of State, the
government added the two Israeli companies, as well as the Singapore-based
Computer Security Initiative Consultancy and the South Korea-based Positive Technologies company, to its blacklist in line with a decision by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
“We are not taking action against
countries or governments where these
entities are located,” said the statement.
“NSO Group and Candiru were added
to the Entity List based on a determination that they developed and supplied
spyware to foreign governments that
used this tool to maliciously target government officials, journalists, businesspeople, activists, academics and embassy
workers,” said the Department of State.
“Positive Technologies and COSEINC were added to the Entity List
based on a determination that they misuse and traffic cyber tools that are used

to gain unauthorized access to information systems in ways that are contrary to
the national security or foreign policy of
the United States, threatening the privacy and security of individuals and organizations worldwide,” it added.
“As part of its commitment to put human rights at the center of U.S. foreign
policy, the Biden-Harris administration
is working to stop the proliferation and
misuse of digital tools used for repression. This effort is aimed at improving
citizens’ digital security, combating cyber threats, and mitigating unlawful surveillance,” said the government.
The Entity List is a tool used by the
Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security to restrict the export,
re-export and in-country transfer of items
subject to the Export Administration
Regulations to persons – individuals,
organizations and/or companies –“reasonably believed to be involved, have
been involved or pose a significant risk
to being or becoming involved, in activities contrary to the national security
or foreign policy interests of the United
States,” according to the statement. HW
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At Capitol Hill Grilling, Biden
Official Confirms Plans
to Reopen Consulate for
Palestinians

Rep. Lee Zeldin (R-N.Y.) speaking at a Capitol Hill briefing on the
reopening of the U.S. Consulate for the Palestinians in Jerusalem, Nov. 4,
2021. Source: Screenshot.
(JNS) – Deputy Secretary of State for
McKeon confirmed that it was the
Management and Resources Matt McKadministration’s position, though he did
eon confirmed last Wednesday that the
not want to weigh in on Zeldin’s foladministration is seeking to reopen the
low-up question as to whether officials
U.S. Consulate for Palestinians in its
also believe the city should remain unoriginal location in Jerusalem.
divided.
McKeon was grilled by Rep. Lee
McKeon said that he does not deal
Zeldin (R-N.Y.), co-chair of the House
with such policy issues every day.
Republican Israel Caucus, during his
“I believe we still regard Jerusalem as
testimony before the House Foreign Afa final-status question,” he said. “But I
fairs Committee and asked whether he
want to get you a more precise answer
was involved in planning the reopening
for the record.”
of the consulate.
Zeldin pointed out that the Jerusalem
McKeon confirmed that he was, tellEmbassy Act of 1995, which then-Sen.
ing Zeldin that the administration was
Joe Biden (D-Del.) voted for, states that
contemplating opening the consulate at
Jerusalem should remain the undivided
a facility already owned by the United
capital of Israel. He also cited a recent
States on Agron Road in Jerusalem in
video where the Palestinian Authority
the western half of the city.
said the purpose of putting an embassy
“Already having a site that the United
in Jerusalem was to divide the city.
States owned is an important factor in
“So the Palestinian Authority wants
this because having to go find a different
the U.S. government to do this,” statsite could be a challenge,” he said. “The
ed Zeldin. “Their intent, their purpose,
main purpose of this consulate –and the
their motivation is to divide Jerusalem.”
main reason we want to use the one on
Earlier this week, more than 200
Agron Road – is that [it] is the mechHouse Republicans sent a letter to U.S.
anism through which we have engaged
President Joe Biden expressing strong
the Palestinians in the past and for well
opposition to reopening the consulate.
over a century before it was closed.
It was closed under the Trump adminThat’s what’s driving our decision-makistration and replaced by a Palestinian
ing on that.”
Affairs Unit as a branch of the U.S. EmZeldin asked whether the administrabassy in Jerusalem, though continued
tion believes that Jerusalem is the capito operate from the same building on
tal of Israel.
Agron Road. HW
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The Wreck
Editor’s note:
This story is being
reprinted in memory
of Ted Roberts in
appreciation of his
longtime service
as a newspaper
columnist.

By Ted Roberts
Most men think that women, to put
it politely, could improve their driving
skills. Being a member of that bigoted
majority, I felt the same.
Consequently, as a passenger when
my wife drove, I was full of shouted instruction. As usual, when we
drove together, I was orating about my
half-a-century of error-free driving.
Not one “moving violation.” Of course
“moving violation” was tightly defined.
The fender bender of 2017 was not included – both vehicles were not “mov-

THE HEBREW WATCHMAN

ing” – my record was spotless.
“Watch out for that white car.” “You’re
following that red car too closely.” My
auto-school curriculum must have been
worthwhile; she never had a wreck.
On the other hand, when I was the
driver, I was full of illustrative examples. “See, I’m not turning in front of
that white car and notice how far back
I’m hanging from the red car.”
Everybody knows that women can’t estimate distance because they played dolls
as kids instead of football. Ask two ladies
to gauge some distant object and you’ll
get answers such as “about 100 yards”
and “a half mile” but don’t gloat guys –
“the world, she is a changing.” Girls now
play sports and estimate distances as well
as men, which doesn’t contribute to future mothering, so don’t challenge your
wife or girlfriend to a distance-judging
contest. You might lose. And don’t offer instruction while you’re behind the
wheel. Wait until she’s driving.

This worked fine. For many months
she was a quick learner. Until one bleak
day my dreams and auto curriculum
crashed.
I was driving down the oft-traveled
residential street near our home. Cars
were parked on both sides of the street,
as I explained in my best professional
voice that there was still room for me
and an oncoming car to pass each other.
She trembled with fear: “you wouldn’t
dare,” she gasped.
“Well watch this,” I said as I zipped
past a white car headed in the opposite
direction. Trouble was that two parked
cars sadly crowded the roadway. What
was that noise? I had interrupted my
speech by knocking the rear vision mirror off one of the parked red cars. The
professor had failed the test!
The syndicated humor of Ted, the Scribbler on the Roof has appeared in newspapers around the U.S., on National Public
Radio, and numerous websites. HW
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Hundreds March at George Washington University to Take Stand
Against Anti-Semitism

Rabbi Yudi Steiner, director of the Rohr Chabad at GW, holds up a Torah
at a campus rally against anti-Semitism, Nov. 2, 2021.
Credit: @phebegphoto/The Rohr Chabad at GW.

By Faygie Holt

(JNS) – Chanting “Am Yisrael Chai”
– the Jewish people live – hundreds of
students at George Washington University marched from the building that
houses the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
to the center of campus to stand against
anti-Semitism.
The “Torah Procession and Solidarity
Rally” was a response to the desecration
of a paper Torah in the fraternity building that was vandalized last weekend.
The turnout, according to Rabbi Yudi
Steiner, director of the Rohr Chabad at
GW, was “overwhelming and full of

love.”
Steiner spent time with members of
the fraternity prior to the rally, saying
that some students were visibly shaken
by what had happened. “I told them to
channel this experience into a good one.
Our response will determine the end
of the story. Someone came and tried
to make Jewish students feel attacked;
our response was to do the opposite. To
parade through the streets and read the
Torah aloud.”
It was a message that he shared
throughout the afternoon. Outside of

the Jewish fraternity and sorority houses – Zeta Beta Tau and Alpha Epsilon
Pi – the crowd watched as mezuzahs
were affixed to the front doors of the
buildings. They also listened as a part of
this week’s Torah reading was recited at
Kogan Plaza on campus.
The rabbi also announced a new initiative to put up mezuzahs, which “proclaims G-d’s protection,” on every doorpost. He said that students can request
one at: Gwscroll.com.
‘Attack on Greek life has no place
in society’
Several Jewish students from GW
posted their thoughts and feelings about
the desecration of the Torah on social
media. Said one, “I have devoted years
of my life to fighting anti-Semitism,
following in the footsteps of my grandmother who survived the Holocaust. I
am exhausted. But I am not a Jew with
trembling knees.”
The national arm of the fraternity
also issued a statement last Monday,
saying, “Tau Kappa Epsilon is disappointed, frustrated and sickened by the
crime and hate shown to our Alpha-Pi
Chapter at George Washington University during a break-in over the weekend. This attack on Greek life and display of anti-Semitism has no place in
our society. We take great pride in our
fraternity and its commitment to supporting members of every race, religion
and creed.”
TKE at GW has a sizeable Jewish

membership, and reports noted that the
Torah was used for swearing in new fraternity members.
Speaking to the university newspaper,
The GW Hatchet, TKE president Chris
Osborne said, “I think the message is
clear that there’s broad support, [and]
that changes need to be made on this
campus for inclusivity and making people feel like they can practice their religion and creed on this campus.”
Also last Monday afternoon, the university’s president, Thomas LeBlanc,
sent out a letter to the greater university
community calling the desecration a “direct and serious act of hate.” He added
that police have increased patrols in the
area of the fraternity, and that local law
enforcement is continuing to investigate.
“The safety and well-being of our
community has been and will remain
our foremost priority,” LeBlanc said in
his letter. “I recognize that members
of our community are feeling less safe
on our campus after this incident, and
we are taking every action to rebuild a
sense of trust and safety.”
Adena Kirstein, director of GW Hillel, said “as always, I remain moved
by our Jewish community at GW and
motivated to continue to build vibrant
Jewish life here on campus. Our students are willing to ask critical questions, exercise Jewish values and stand
proudly with our community. This is the
true story of Jewish GW, not an act of
anti-Semitism.” HW

Max Fried Pitches Atlanta Braves to First World Series Win in 26 Years
By Jacob Gurvis

(JTA) – Jewish ace pitcher Max
Fried delivered his Atlanta Braves to
their first World Championship since
1995 with six shutout innings in last
Tuesday’s Game 6 of a World Series
heralded as the most Jewish in baseball
history.
The 27-year-old lefty held the Houston Astros to four hits, overcoming a
potentially serious injury to strike out
six without surrendering a run or a walk.
The game contained what might have
been the most Jewish play in any Major
League Baseball matchup ever: In the
bottom of the second inning, Astros star
third baseman Alex Bregman stepped
up to the plate and sliced Fried’s second
pitch to right field, where Braves outfielder Joc Pederson easily caught it for
out number two.

Max Fried pitches in Game 6 of
the 2021 World Series, Tuesday,
Nov. 2, 2021. Credit: Mary
DeCicco/MLB Photos via Getty
Images
To most fans, the sequence was a
mundane flyout with no significance.
But to Jewish fans, the play showcased
three Jewish players performing on the
sport’s biggest stage.
For Pederson, who entered the se-

ries on a red-hot tear immortalized by
his nickname Joctober, the victory gave
him a second consecutive World Championship. Pederson played for the 2020
World Champion Los Angeles Dodgers.
He celebrated the achievement with a
cigar and his trademark pearl necklace.
The fourth Jewish player to appear in
the World Series, Astros backup catcher Garrett Stubbs, entered the game as
a defensive replacement in the ninth inning. He did not bat.
Fried’s success on the mound came
after a scary moment in the bottom of
the first inning. With the lanky pitcher covering first base on a ground ball,
the Astros’ Michael Brantley came
charging down the basepath, stepping
on Fried’s ankle instead of the base. Replays showed Fried’s ankle almost flat-

ten under Brantley’s cleat.
For his teammates and coaches, it was
a frightening few moments. But Fried
popped right back up and pitched deep
into the game.
“I just told myself that I was going to
go out there and be 100% me, just try to
pitch and try to win a ballgame,” Fried
said after the win. “I knew I could empty the tank. I knew it was the last outing
of the year. I was definitely running on
fumes at the end of the playoffs, but I
knew I had to be ready for one more.”
Aside from Fried’s sparkling Game 6
start, the Jewish players had a cold series. Pederson had just one hit in 15 at
bats, while Bregman knocked two, one
of them a double, in 21 at bats. Bregman
also struck out seven times, to Pederson’s four. HW
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B’nai Mitzvah

Mia Eliana Katz
Mia Katz, daughter of Dr. Joshua and
Naomi Katz, will celebrate her bat mitzvah on Saturday morning, November
20, 2021, at Beth Sholom Synagogue.
Rabbi Sarit Horwitz will officiate at the
service. To mark the occasion, Mia will
lead the service, read from Parshat Vayishlach in the Torah, chant the Haftarah
and deliver a D’var Torah.
Mia is the granddaughter of Dr. Judith
H. Lax of Memphis, and the late Dr.
Melvin Lax of Summit, New Jersey, and
Dr. Seymour and Arlene Katz of Roslyn
Heights, New York.
Mia is a seventh grader at Bornblum
Jewish Community School, where she
runs cross country and is a member of
the National Junior Honor Society. Mia
also plays lacrosse for Lausanne Collegiate School. Mia attends Camp Ramah
in New England and will be spending
her sixth summer there in 2022.
For Mia’s community service project,
she volunteers weekly with the Refugee
Empowerment Program (REP), helping
students after school with their homework, as well as reading and playing
with them. Mia is also collecting toys,
school and craft supplies. To learn more
about REP or to make a contribution,
please visit www.repmemphis.org. HW

Congressman Cohen
Applauds Elements of
Build Back Better Plan

WASHINGTON – Congressman
Steve Cohen (TN-09), a senior member
of the Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, spoke from the House floor
on November 4, applauding a variety of
popular elements in the Build Back Better plan nearing a vote in the House including the extension of the Biden Child
Tax Credit, the expansion of access to
affordable home care for older adults,
the authorization of universal, comprehensive paid leave for U.S. workers,
and the largest effort to combat climate
change in U.S. history.
In his remarks, Congressman Cohen
said in part:
“The Build Back Better bill will give
people childcare that they need – women, to go to work. It will give a child tax
credit…lifting half the children in this
country out of poverty. It would give
elderly people who are infirm and need
to be at home elderly care so they can
stay in their homes. That’s wonderful
for those people, something they need.
It will provide for family and medical
leave – something every other industrial
country in the world has. It will put $500
billion in unbelievable investments in the
future of our planet on climate controls
and credits for folks to go into renewables and solar and heat, wind-powered
energy, improving the electrical grid. It
will do many wonderful things and it’s
all paid for. The only Americans who
will pay more in taxes are those making $10 million and above. They’ll pay
a surtax. Ten million dollars and above.
It’s a great plan. It’s an American plan.
It should be a bipartisan plan, and I’m
for it. Thank you, President Biden.” HW
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Reps. Kustoff, Harder, & Owens Introduce
Bipartisan NCAA Accountability Act
Washington, D.C. – On November
3, U.S. Reps. David Kustoff (TN-08),
Josh Harder (CA-10), and Burgess
Owens (UT-04) introduced the bipartisan NCAA Accountability Act. This
bill establishes due process protections
for universities and individuals under
investigation by the NCAA for rule infractions.
“The NCAA’s infractions process is
systemically flawed. The NCAA writes
the rules, enforces the rules, and punishes universities at will. Essentially,
the NCAA acts as the prosecutor, judge,
jury, and executioner over college athletics. This unchecked authority and exploitative behavior has ruined careers,
harmed the U.S. education system, and
caused great economic damage to local
communities,” said Rep. Kustoff. “The
NCAA offers its members little due process protections. Its rules are irregularly
enforced, and its investigations lack established procedures. Further, the NCAA
punishes universities inconsistently and
unpredictably. My bill, the NCAA Accountability Act, provides protection for
universities and student-athletes in the
form of due process, transparency, and
fairness during enforcement proceedings. I look forward to the quick passage
of this important bill.”
“Our Central Valley student athletes
compete at the highest level of college
sports and make our whole community proud,” said Rep. Harder. “This bill
will do right by them, their coaches, and

their universities. It’s time we deliver
them the protections they deserve.”
“The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) has long wielded unchecked and unfair disciplinary
power over America’s student-athletes,
coaches, and universities,” said Rep.
Owens. “The NCAA Accountability
Act is a commonsense charge to level
the playing field by eliminating favoritism and bias in college athletics through
increased due process protections and
transparency in rule enforcement.”
What the bill does:
Due Process:
• Requires the NCAA to provide
its member universities with fair
notice regarding enforcement
proceedings.
• Requires the NCAA to complete
any investigation no later than
one year after it begins.
• Establishes a two-year statute of
limitations.
• Prohibits information from confidential sources from being offered into the NCAA’s enforcement decisions.
• Prohibits the NCAA from publicly disclosing information relating
to an ongoing investigation until
formal charges are filed.
Fairness, Consistency, Accountability:
• Provides member universities the
right to resolve disputes (over
sanctions for bylaw infractions)

with the NCAA through arbitration. The 3-person arbitration
panel will provide an independent, unbiased review and legally
binding decision.
• Requires the NCAA to conduct
its enforcement proceedings and
investigations in a fair and consistent manner. The penalties issued against member institutions
for bylaw infractions shall be
equitable with respect to severity
of the infraction and the institution’s history of infractions.
• Directs the NCAA to submit an
annual report to the DOJ summarizing its enforcement proceedings. The NCAA must also
submit separate reports to each
state’s Attorney General summarizing its interactions with member universities headquartered in
their respective states.
Enforcement:
• Directs the DOJ to establish supervisory and investigatory procedures to determine the NCAA’s
compliance with this bill.
• Authorizes the DOJ, through an
administrative law judge, to fine
the NCAA or individuals on staff
up to $15,000,000 for violating
the provisions of this bill.
• Authorizes the DOJ to order the
permanent removal of any member on the NCAA’s Board of Governors. HW
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